EXTEND
EXPO STANDS

Expo Stands with a full length, panoramic graphic area
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It’s easy
”Any product that needs a manual to work is broken” Elon Musk
Two families of function
TETRIX Expo Stands are divided into two different families of funktion, yet all the products are closely related to one
another. On one hand we have the Expo Stands with MODULAR build and on the other hand we have the EXTEND
family of products.
The difference with MODULAR and EXTEND
The MODULAR family of products are always the quickest one to produce and you can get a whole Expo Stand,
sometimes even the same day you ordered! MODULAR contains of divided graphics that you link to one another.
The width of the modules are (approximately) 100cm or 150 cm and you can link them together at every junction of
the pictures. This means that it is always possible to vary the size of the stand and you can build it in any angle you
wish.
The EXTEND family consist of a wall construction that hangs a continues graphic, in other words the picture is not
divided by the upright poles - if you so wish. It takes a little bit longer to produce MODULAR due to the fact that the
graphic is huge, and printed on a special, stretch fabric that requires more finishing, in other words more time for
post production.

MODULAR

EXTEND

Example: ALU modular stand has divided pics. They are easy to
change even one-by-one if you don’t need to update the whole Expo
Stand. You can vary the size and corner placement freely.

Example: FULL extend stand Has an undevided picture area without
the upright poles showing and it is excellent when you are going with
the same stand design time after another.

Advantages of MODULAR

Advantages of EXTEND

+ Rapid delivery of Expo Stand (0-2 day production)
+ Very easy to build (even alone)
+ Format can be change from event to event
+ Graphics can be updated one at a time
+ Easy to order more modules when needed
+ A lot of extra functions can be added
+ Flexibility

+ Panoramic graphic for big advertising message
+ Easy to learn
+ Fast decisions on area needed for exhibition
+ Non creasing fabric is easy to transport
+ A more coherent branding
+ Less parts
+ Looks more ”polished”

Modular models range from the very affordable TUBE
stand to the classic ALU and the TRUSS series of
stands. If you don’t have much time to decide or know
what the future will bring, and how you will develop
your exhibition tactics - then the modular systems are a
smarter choice.

If you have a ”mature brand” and time to put down on
your long-time exhibition tactics, performing in
somewhat the same way at every exhibition, then the
extend family of products are for you. Choose between
the FULL aluminum stands or the TRUSS series.
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Extend Range
”3 panoramic models of printed + illuminated LUXIA”
TUBE -- Affordable compared to any budget
We wanted to build an Expo Stand than anyone can
afford. TUBE Extend version is just that. Delivered with
all the pieces you need and totally tool free. Our system
offers you the most for your money. Comes delivered
with a luxury class stretch graphic.
Order the lengths you need and build a straigth ishaped wall, a L-shaped corner stand or an U-shaped
Expo Stand with three walls.
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FULL -- rounded corners or connected walls
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Consists of straight modules + rounded corners. To
design a stand you simply begind with a START pole
and then ad so many meters of wall, or so called ”Cmodule” you need.
There are two different approaches to building with
FULL systems:
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- One is to have a strict design shape that you follow
each time - meaning that all of the expo stand is locked
together and has a rounded corner piece so that the
graphic runs along the whole width of the wall.

Rounded corners with fully
stretching graphic.

FULL modules built straight and with corner connectors opens for the
possibility to use the walls separately or to partially update the graphic
one wall at a time.

- The other system is to build your FULL system of
straight walls and then interlock the walls with ”corner
connectors”. The straight walls + connectors is the
most popular one because the shape of the expo stand
can be varied and it is easier to update one wall
structure at a time.

TRUSS -- revealed, hidden?
TRUSS Extend systems cn be be designed so that the
structures are hidden or visible. The most popular way
is to have the structures visile, as it is then easier to
adjust the graphic to sit absolutely straight - yet both
hidden and revealed structures are commonly used.
-Reveald, the structures gives more room for the stylish
TRUSS to emerge and also makes it possible to use the
walls separately.
Further advantages with the reveald structures is that
the graphic can sit ”inside” the structures instead of
running on the fron surface of thte system.
-Hidden structures gives a smoother look, yet it locks
the expo stand to a strict shape.
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Extend Graphics
TUBE -- easier, cheaper, faster
94cm

144cm

Designed of 4 different standard 30mm diam. tubes.
When planning your stand, the height and width will be
the same as the length of the tubes added.
194cm

The length of the tubes are 94, 144, 194 and 244cm and
you can combine them freely. Should you need a
smaller package (with more parts though) choose to
build out of shorter, connected tubes. Longer poles, less
parts, gives quicker assembly!

244cm

The tube lengths you choose are equal to the print size you will
have. Outside of the print/graphic size you should ad 3cm
up/down and left/right to get the actual size of the wall.
You can connect the tubes both vertically AND horisontally. We
recommend, however, to have the upright poles made from
single lengths if it is logistically possible - as this gives the most
rigid construction.

Example: a square built of tubes 94+144cm on all sides
gives you a stand with a 238x238 cm graphic, ad 3cm to
each side (tube diameter) and the outer measurement
will be 244x244 cm.
A square built from 244 cm tubes, then gives you a
graphic of 244x244 and an outer diameter of 250x250cm

FULL -- straight or rounded, fully hidden
The FULL system hides the constructions and allowes
for your message to get 100% attention. There are two
popular ways of building with the full system.

With rounded corner you get a smooth design that runs all the width of
the stand

The most popular way is to design straight wall modules and then
connect them in the corners. This allows for more flexibility and standalone walls.

A) Go with rounded corners and have one graphic that
runs all the width of the Expo Stand. This requires a
stand plan that does not change between the
exhibitions. Printed on a luxurious, wrinkle-free fabric
with stretch - it is easy to attach the graphic that spread
evenly thanks to VELCRO brand hook & loop fasteners.
B) Plan for straight modules and then connect them into
place with our corner connectors. Designing and
mounting is a bit easier and having separate walls
makes it possible to do partial updates of the wall
graphics. You can also change the format of the stand if
you have separate wall in a cost effective way - from Uto L- to a straight i-shape Expo Stand.

TRUSS -- frames your graphic in style
TRUSS allowes for flexibility on graphics. The most
common picture format is to keep the outer structures
visible. This means that you have a stylish truss
structure that frames your pic. You can position the print
on ”the surface” or let it ”sink in” on walls under 4,5
meter wide.
It is also possible to make your stand duble sided. Just
order an extra graphic in th same size and attach it to
the opposite side of your Expo Stand. Easy!
Surface position the
graphic or let it sink
in, up to you.

Adding 10cm to each
side, will hide the
TRUSS structures

If you want to fully cover the structures you simply ad
10cm to each side, which will make the pic stretch over,
hiding the truss.
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Extend TUBE
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Affordable wall and a lot of extras
The TUBE Extend models allows straight or 90° angels,
yet you can ad an number of extras to the
constructions, such as corner hanger, clip on wall
modules and such.
We warmly recommend you to mix in MODULE parts to
your Expo Stand as well. You can use the 100 and 150
wide modules to create towers and fences.
To make the frame tight, and the graphic straight you
have to attach the pic with a ”hole-hole-around” system.
Through the eyelet on the graphic - through the
attachment hole on the corner - last around the tube
itself.

90°

90°

TUBE also offers special constructions according to your
wishes. Exept standard Expo Walls, you can ask ur for advice
on tayloring a solution - always at an affordable price.
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Just a lot of graphic area ...FULL of it
Easy to design a Expo Stand construction: You have 3
basic choises to make when designin - choises you can
combine with each other.
A) To design a construction with separate (free standing)
walls that are connected in the corners. The most
popular choice!
B) To go with rounded corners that firmly attaches the
straight parts of your stand. Your stand will be an eyecatcher!

All graphics on a FULL Expo Stand are attached (and re-attached) by
the best hook&loop system. The VELCRO® brand products ensures
the stretch fabric to always stay firmly in place and be very easy to use
- time and time again.

C) To build in 90 degree angles and have sharp corners
in your stand. We guarantee that your graphics will
always look good.

CORNER GRIP

SQUARE OR
ROUND TOWERS

ROUNDED
CORNER

NEW - Integrate LED boxes, the Luxia ALU to your stand!

Extend TRUSS
Fun, stylish and easy
If you ever build with building blocks as a kid, you will
recognise the feeling in seeing your Expo Stand now
being constructed.
Just order our standard wall sizes and call us if you
need a special size, we can make things happen for
you. A stretched, TRUSS Extend wall has the pole
structures hidden inside. You get a rigid and functioning
wall, without having to get into engineering details.
We offer free 3D’s. Call us for assistance, if needed.

We will adjust
the size to your
wishes

GRAPHIC 1

GRAPHIC 2

TRUSS never stops amazing. Walls,
towers, counters... Single or double sided
stands. Contact us for a FREE 3D drawing!

Extend LUXIA
The illuminated Expo Stands are here
As the LED technology is taking big leaps and the prices
are staying at an interesting level, we are offering more
and more illuminated solutions to all of our Expo Stands.
Fully illuminated or partial solutions: We have two
basic lines of LED lightboxes that are developed to fit
our ranges. LUMI series of Extended lengths up to 3
meters wide and the ALU series of illuminated lightboxes
for modular solutions.

Dimensions range from 1,00-2,50m in height and 0,85-3,00m in
width. The boxes can also be linked together to form wider walls.

Designing LUXIA is easy: The light-boxes have only a
minimal, almost invisible frame around the graphic.
Therefor you can place several boxes side by side. Just
design in the final measurment of the wall and we will
split the graphics when printing.
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Super bright LED lights that evenly
illuminate the entire graphic.

Mix modular and large
walls to achieve
impressive eye-catchers .

Build in angles to form ExpoStands. You
can easily link modules together.
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Modular Plan
Draw your basic Expo Stand need by using 100 & 150 modules
Easily examine your needs stand and space. Make a drawing and calculate budgets and take a photo for us of this one. We have plenty
of solutions to finish your ideas - and we offer FREE 3D service.
Design you MODULAR:

Notes
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